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Abstract

This study attempts at examining the Second Language Users/L2ers' delayed narrative discourse genre. The conventionalized narrative genre sheds the light on the memorial attention through the attitudinal-based proposition. Attention control elaborates the 'skill' acquisition across the declarative/procedure-knowledge (Lyster, 2007). Declarative and procedural knowledge compose the proceduralisation of language rule-based knowledge through the mental map of human cognitive design across; the conceptual lexicon, propositional information, and multi-propositional discourse (Givon, 2005, p. 65). The data of the study are the narrative writings of L2ers. The narrative discourse is analyzed in terms of Johnstone's componential structure (2002); and the attitudinal content-based information is analyzed following the pragma-appraisal theory (White, 2011). The results of the study depict: 1) on the level of content; a) the pronominal phrases serve the role of an interactional strategy and a conceptualized ego-deictic center; b) the commitment to a temporal-based orientation; c) the topic-selection attainability focus; d) the simplified information chunks; and e) the conventional linear thematic-progression. And on level of structure, the results show; a) the genreic moves' instability across the L2ers writings; b) the consistency of topic selection, participants' identification; and insufficient climax/resolution-based moves; and c) the deficiency of the procedural knowledge.
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Introduction

Procedural Knowledge: Defined

The present study is an attempt to approach the meta-practices (Quicke, 1997, p. 154), namely proceduralisation, i.e. procedural knowledge across the human cognitive design system (Givon, 2005). It deals with the conceptualized content performativity across the structural frame of a goal-oriented situation, i.e. the Second Language/L2 narrative discourse (Biber & Conrad, 2009). Cognitively, the content of the raised L2 eco-story operates upon the schematized knowledge. Thus, the Second Language Users/L2ers' interactional scenarios' structure and content reflect their delayed attitudinal proposition. Thus, the function performed while experiencing the structure and content of the cognitive system refers to; 1) the subjectivity interactional sense of the L2ers' socio-cultural background in L1 society and 2) the metalinguistic knowledge across the lexico-grammatical networks and the realized memorial information chunks that construct and construe the human cognitive processing (Mitchell, Myles, & Marsden, 2013, p. 137).

Second Language Learners' Intercultural Skill

The L2 written outcomes reflect the conceptualized L2 adopted skills stored at the LAD/Language Acquisition Device or human Language Making Capacity/LMC; the LAD initiates the L2 knowledge identification for practical use, i.e. functionally known as Inter-language/IL (Meisel, 2011, pp. 2-3). Conventionally, IL represents the patterns of thoughts structured as 'textual propositional chains that provide an interactional subjectivity across the daily activity-based practices (Berns, 1990, pp. 10-38). Analytically, the L2 schematized experienced interactional subjectivity represents a gestalt representation of L2 levels that frame the structure and the content of the raised story (Gabrys-Baker, 2011, p. 147 and Otwinawska-Kasztelanic, 2011, p. 37). It activates the 'proposition' mental map in L1 and L2 (Otwinawska-Kasztelanic, 2011, p. 35). Interactional subjectivity as a 'concept' construes and constructs the 'utterance processing' as an activity-based practice across the linguistic repertoire (Sbisa, 2011, pp. 7-8). The utterance in its written form relates readers, writers, the initiated arguments, and the raised themes (Bjorklunol, 2011, pp. 42-43). The co-
overt relation across the utterance agents introspects the mind mapping and the schematized knowledge (Chafe, 1998, p. 96).

Cognitively, mind mapping depends mainly on the L2ers' auto-derived factors such as intention, attainability, motivation, and the vocab-load/intensity (Takac, 2008, pp. 7-8). The L1/L2 code level mappings may result in integrated-based mediated mental models where information chunks are experienced in the accessible code level (Shore, 1996, p. 305). The mutual exchanges across the L1/L2 code level varieties reflects the hypothetical 'mix and match' conducting the mediated patterns (Barcroft, 2016, p. 5 and Shore, 1996, p. 305). The L1 and L2 epistemic knowledge may provide the L2ers with insufficient code standardized formulae establishing: a) L2 inappropriate representations; b) L2 self-common patterns; and c) L2 habit formation-based ideology (Hoey, 2001, p. 122).

Or the IL features provide the learners with 'copy the cue' possibility where matching possibilities are represented across the two codes' Common Underlying Conceptual Bases (CUCBs) (Selinker, 1973, p. 41 and Laufer, 2003, p. 11). The available code CUCB access shows the approximative performance (Richards, 1973, pp. 68-73). The approximation-like code level/s-varieties refer to L2 input reciprocal interaction either in spoken or written discourse (Saville-Troike, 2006, p. 17). The more the valued code approximation-like is, the more the positive code varieties transfer is and the more shared knowledge of L2 is (p. 19).

Moreover, the represented transfer raised the fixed-/dynamic-narrative knowledge out of the eco-cultural script (Hoey, 2001, p. 121). The L2 dynamicty-like lexicalization produces the typical knowledge of lexicogrammatical relations (McCarthy, O'Keeffe, & Walsh, 2010, p. 40). Discursively, the L2 written performances result in a linguaculture-learning based context (Shaules, 2016, pp. 2-3); it develops language learning processes in terms of the intercultural competence across 'Savoir-faire' (Byram, 1997, p. 103). The savoir-faire aims at learning the standardized rules regarding the registered variations across domains (Cuenat & Bleichenbacher, 2013, p. 64). In this sense, the L2ers are assumed to serve the role of the user, cultural mediator, and participant across the evoked eco-stories (Dervin & Liddicoat, 2013, p. 4).

Generally, the nature of the L2 acquisitional process affects the IL procceduralization, the cognitive forces' representations, and textual inferential proposition (Ortega, 2009, pp. 82-83). The positive/negative code-transfer results in systemic errors across showing up the L2 in/sufficient declarative and/or procedural knowledge (Corder, 1973, p. 25). Knowledge refers to vocabulary recognition across language levels'
form, attitudinal/meaning, and mapping (Barcroft, 2016, pp. 6-10). Attitudinal meaning displays the meta-pragmatic situational appraisal value through the situation affect, judgment, and appreciation (White, 2011, pp. 14-16).

**Subjectivity: Individual/Group Interactional Experience**

Subjectivity, as the self-reflection, shows the interactional behaviors due to the experienced skills in terms of discovery, and interaction, i.e. attentional forces and interpretation and interaction, i.e. declarative knowledge forces (Byram, 1997, p. 33). Thus, the skill of L₂ writing represents the conceptualized ability to represent the delayed-narrative as genreic formulae across the textual layers, lexico-syntactic/semantic appropriacy maps. Generically, the narrative is composed of the form that displays the organizational moves and the content that focuses on the attitudinal meaning (Johnstone, 2002). The L₂ content-based function is realized through the L₂ pedagogical habit formation, e.g., classrooms activities (Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991, p.122). The incomplete pedagogical habit formation results in the apparent communicative deficiency (Paltridge, 2006, pp. 6-7 and Celce-Murcia, 2007, p. 42). Thus, each compositional element serves a positive transfer or negative interference that serves the acquisition-based negotiated meaning in L₁, L₂, or IL (Celce-Murcia, 2007, pp. 42-44). The negotiated meaning is the intermediate channel of the code levels' produced and perceived retention from L₁ to L₂ or vice versa (Mondria & Wiersma, 2004, pp. 79-80). The negotiated-meaning shows dialectical 'intercultural' cognitive commitment that represents the real-/hypothetical-self (Berns, 1990, pp. 4-10); thus, it affects the communicative competence (pp. 104-105).

Accordingly, the self in delayed narration serves; 1) the self/subject and 2) the agent-self/the hypothesized space (Fenwick, 2006, p. 34). In this sense, the more the reflexivity of the agent-self is, the more the self-activities elaborations are practiced. The symmetric patterns of the autonomous cognition and the agent-/self-reflections generate the expected socio-cultural behavior as well as the non/linguistic behavior (Billett, 2006, p. 5). Furthermore, the 'subject' possesses its identity-based traits that act as the dual genreic-construal performances and competences, i.e. L₁ and L₂ mediated-space (pp. 6-8). The mediated-space serves two functions: a) knowledge of the L₂ goal-oriented communication and b) the need for intensive practice of attainability, self-regulation, monitoring, and self-efficacy (Schwartz & Perfect, 2004, p. 1). The agent-/self-valued appraisal meanings across the agent-/self-perceived attitude and its constructed image in terms of affect, judgment, and appreciation (White, 2011, pp. 14-15). The appraisal classifications
display the value of experiences that reside in proceduralisation and the code level preferences. Thus, the content of L2ers' writings displays the conceptualized communicative competences.

Generally, studies on SLA have addressed multifaceted topics the behavioral, cognitive, and/or interactional theories such as; A) syntactic-/semantic-acquisitional context and subjectivity discoursal features as an 'act of utterance' in English and Italian (Chan, Chen, Mathews, & Yip, 2017; and De Fina, 2009). B) The role of education reflexive approach in work organization (Duarte & Fitzgerald, 2006); and the annotated corpora are submitted to the learning subjective language (Wiebe, Wilson, Bruce, Bell, & Martin, 2004 and Dias, Lambov, and Noncheva, 2009). In a compatible manner, this study attempts to approach the narrative proceduralization knowledge.

Aim of the Study

This study attempts at conducting the L2ers' narrative genre content and structure. Thus, it addresses; Q.1 to what extent the L2ers' writing does depict the narrative genre? & Q. 2 to what extent the L2ers writing does represent subjectivity?

Method

Design

This study is quantitively and qualitatively framed.

Subjects/Participants

The subjects are 125 English language learners, third grade, the Faculty of Education, Menofia Univ. class/2019-2020. Given that, they may possess the same register features since they belong to the same academic speech community.

Model of Analysis

This study employs an integrated approach of two phases; 1) the Johnstones's genreic moves; abstract, orientation, complicating actions, result, evaluation, and coda (2002, pp. 82-83); and 2) the value-based attitudinal representation through White's "affect", "judgment", and "appreciation" (2011, pp. 22-26).

Procedures of analysis

The students were asked to write an L2 narrative piece of writing. Data analysis passed through two phases; 1) the first deals with the narrative genreic structure. 2) The second deals with the value -based attitudinal meanings. Discoursly, generic moves are identified and morpho-syntactic/semantic networks are excluded, counted and tabulated across the first-and third-voice in text-writings.
Results and Discussion of the Narrative's Genreic Moves

Generically, structural analysis sheds light on the narrative's components in Table (1).

Table (1)
The structural schema of the Narrative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Narrative Structural Schema</th>
<th>N. of Frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complicating actions</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Result or Resolution</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coda</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chronological structural schema is adopted from Johnstone (2002, pp. 82-83)

Obviously, the L2ers' possess a symmetric reflection of the situational dots. Table (1) shows stabilized representation of the first three genreic structural moves; e.g., abstract, orientation, and climax. However, the instable narrative chronological structure at the 'climax' move refers to the L2ers' primitive cognitive processing over the experienced situational dots.

Thematically, thematic progression follows the constant theme development, i.e., thematic reiteration; it on the self-/agent who determines the situational dots (Paltridge, 2006, p. 148). As yet, the coda has not been well-experienced across the L2ers writings. The quasi-a/symmetric narrative moves indicate the L2ers' natural representation of writing as a 'situational folk' reflecting the self-selected background information chunks (Nuti, 1999, pp. 86-87). Functionally, information chunks indicate the descriptive, narrative, expositive, and/or argumentative genres. The integrity of genreic information chunks uncovers the L2ers' fragmented linguistic repertoire of both the learned and/or the acquired input; given the L1 level-varieties' cognitive operating upon the writing process (Biber & Conard, 2009, p. 3). The writing-archetype style refers to the L1 effect on L2 practices. The L2ers' output reflects the effect of L1 input on L2 interactional processes (Saville-Troike, 2006, p. 18). The elementary apparent style of writing refers to; 1) the inability to construct L1 complex sentences; 2) the lack of L1 epistemic knowledge and; 3) the limited mental capacity.

Obviously, the first three genreic moves construct and construe the schematic narrative structure; event orientation and the semantic agents through a register shift within the code level and/or the code-level varieties, i.e. L1/L2 motivated meta-cognitive linguistic transfer (Biber & Conard, 2009, pp. 72-73). The apparent linguistic transfer uncovers the
L2ers' behavior; the hesitant-based structural frame exposes the L2ers' ill-constructed social view, i.e. the learner-based hesitant identity that affects their competence level (Ortega, 2009, p. 56 and Davies, 2007, p. 67). Narrativity competence calls for the acquired L2ers' L2 informal input and learned L2 formal exposure (Davies, 2007, p. 67).

Concerning the rest of the genreic moves, they have not been experienced regularly since lack of L1/L2 genreic requirements' exposure to narrative moves has framed the eco-inferential mappings. The acculturated L2 linguistic behaviors in L1 society and/or designed-syllabus represent the extent 'linguaculture' is experienced through language learning and culture pedagogy (Shaules, 2016, p. 2). Self-regulated learners reflect conscious access to L2 balanced information processing through the conceptual lexicon, the propositional information, and multi-propositional content layers, i.e. knowledge base (Givon, 2005, pp. 65-66). The in/formal code-levels' knowledge, along with L2ers' regular meta-cognitive processing, establishes a comprehensive linguistic input of the self, agent-self, and the third party across communicative interactions (Byram, 1997, pp. 39-40).

With that, the schematized linguistic socio-cultural behaviors reflect; 1) the conventional significance of narrative moves, e.g. the abstract and the orientation (Biber & Conard, 2009, p. 2) and 2) the deficiency of covering the 'climax'. As a result, climax transitional thematic-progression is partially provided. Generally speaking, the structural moves' depict the L2ers' mastery of re-producing the input with suitable information units (Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993, p. 3 and Biber & Conard, 2009, p. 4). L2 linguistic performativity deploys the Interlanguage Pragmatics/ILP nurture's development, i.e. communicative strategy (Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993, pp. 3-4). In this sense, the apparent ILP pragmatic processing goes hand with hand to the less cognitive processing experienced through the broad content. Simplified ILP reflects the L2ers' primitivity causing a stumbling block against any new innovative mechanism for elaborating the L2 interactive output (Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993, p. 9); it dramatically requires an anthropological cultural representation (House, 2007, pp. 8-9).

**Results and Discussion of the Narrative Content**

Subjectivity-based content is value-evaluated through the frequently repeated lexico-syntactic/-semantic constructions.

Significant repetitions are realized at the deictic-system realized in Table (2).
Table (2)
The Deictic Referentials across the L2ers' writings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deictic category</th>
<th>F. of occurrences</th>
<th>Deictic terms examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal deictic</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>I, my, mine,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal deictic</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>One day, once a time, last…, when, yesterday, today, once, on one day, in the morning, every day, before the lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial deictic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>In Cairo, in the supermarket, on my way, during the way, there was.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (2) shows the personal deictics determination over the spatio-temporal deictics. Personal deictics represent the self/-agent voice across the L2ers' writings, i.e. pragma-grammaticalization for the referential/inferential proposition. The extended use of the Pronominal Phrases/ProPs deploys the internal/external texture; L1 socio-cultural clusivity indexicalities over L2 performance and academic efficacy (Hansen, 2008, pp. 58-59). Moreover, the ProPs serve the 'primitive' semantic frame providing a sense of simplicity and universality (Wierzbicka, 1985). Additionally, the constructed un/conscious self-image determines the deictic center affecting the readers' attainability (Schiffrin, 1987, p. 228). Accordingly, subjectivity-across the L2ers' writings widens the intercultural references/inferences.

Moreover, temporal processing is conducted through texture, e.g. temporal/spatial deictics. Temporal deictics serve a pragmatic indicator of the events' chronological linearity; a value-elaborated interactional meaning to the delayed situational dots (Schiffrin, 1987, p. 17). Time span can be determined by tense shift that is employed through reported speech. L2ers employ simple phraseological constituents that rarely possess complex structure. However, the fixed-temporal deliberation reflects the subjects' tense shift from a definite to preterit tense that elaborates temporal deictic-center transfer across two worlds (pp. 228-229). On the other hand, spatial references have not been pragmatically reported equally.

Attitudinal meaning is elaborated through the attitudinal interactive sense of the writer and the third party, i.e. the self and the other. Attitudinal meaning is pragmatically classified into; affect, judgment, and appreciation (White, 2011).
Table (3)
The Pragmatic Appraisal Meaning Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The pragmatic appraisal meaning lexemes</th>
<th><strong>Affect</strong></th>
<th><strong>Judgment</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L2ers profiles</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pos. attitudinal lexemes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Neg. attitudinal lexemes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequencies</strong></td>
<td><strong>The writer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Third party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pos. attitudinal lexemes</strong></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neg. attitudinal lexemes</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **L2ers profiles**                     | **Approval** | **Disapproval** |
| **Frequencies**                        | **Writer** | **Third party** | **Writer** | **Third party** |
| **Approval**                           | 26        | 19          | 11           | 13          |
| **Disapproval**                        | 26        | 19          | 11           | 13          |

Generally speaking positive-attitudinal meaning is presented in Table (3). Delayed narration proposition shapes and is shaped across the participants, temporal connectives, and evaluative stances for the simplified poignant effects (Knapp & Watkins, 2005, pp. 221-222); they evoke the relation between perception, comprehension, performance, and competence (Lindsay, 2009, p. 272). Seemingly, the preferred attitudinal lexemes belong to the 'content' Parts of Speech/POS; Verb Groups/Vgs, i.e., expressive speech acts; epithets, and adverbs. Attitudinal lexemes constitute subjective semantic mapping approaching the interactive sense across the self and the text, i.e. contextualization with personal tastes and epistemic evaluative vocabularies (Silk, 2016, pp. 1-2); as yet, more eco/-co-contextualization reach the audience design for personal involvement (p. 11). L2 relative-contextualism requires deep pragmatic nurture for more information chunks' appropriacy and evaluated gradable lexicons (White, 2011, p. 20).

Analytically, L2ers' textual subjectivity reflects; a) the self-representation heterogeneity; b) the diverse schematized socio-cultural beliefs; c) the L2 self-schematization of scenarios; and d) the primitivity of the L2 lexicons. Cognitive processing upon the genres' integrity reflects the relation between the perceived L1 and L2 input recognition system (Dijkstra, 2009, p. 370). L2ers experience deploys the counter-balance across content and structure (Lyster, 2007, p. 126). The ease access to the L2 syntactic and/or semantic networks shows up the extent the word...
neighbors are cognates in form and meaning (Dijkstra, 2009, pp. 372-373); two systems' asymmetric linguistic nature causes cognate inhibition (pp. 374-375). Accordingly, L1 and L2 deficiency equivalence may be conducted through discursive practices; it is conducted through: a) the L2ers' initial status when losing the morphological boundaries and/or the syntactic shifts (Mitchell et al., 2013, pp. 86-87); and b) the level performance deficiency deploys a systemic error, i.e. competence or a distracted behavior, i.e., performance. The inability to approach the L2 levels affects the L2 level actual performance (Bara, 2010, p. 304).

The L2 acquisitional competence reveals elementary level of discourse processing, e.g. grammatical knowledge (Meisel, 2011, p. 91). The IL product refers to the L2ers' use of L2 triggered information of the initial exposure to the L2 Primary Language Data/PLD (p. 53). The L2 scenarios across 'the evoked eco-stories' can be represented in terms of a matrix of: participants, time, local situationality, the explicit knowledge and the attentional control are developed across the proceduralisation of the topic performativity (Hoey, 2001, pp. 93-97 and Mitchell et al., 2013, pp. 139-140).

Along the texts, discoursal topicality evokes a comprehensive common sense of the L2ers' socio-semantic frame (Geeaerts, 2008, pp. 25-27). As a result, stereotypical register is conducted through generalized themes, lexical terms, available semantic slots, and the psychological commonality (Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2008). With that, the socio-cultural-based attributes reflect the L2ers' ideological beliefs (Malrieu, 1999, p. 120). Logically-based, the holistic semantic mental-map designs the human communication system (Givon, 2005, pp. 65-66).

At the level of attitudinal-based information intensity, particular information units are determined in the activation cost to reflect: a) fully-active; b) semi-active; and c) fully inactive (Tomasello, 1998, p. 106). The pattern of the provided interactive input refers to semi-active peripheral processing upon the L2 input and fully inactive processing upon the L1. The intercultural performativity requires bi-pragmatic performance to conduct the pragmatic competence managing describing entities, effective results, appraised emotions, personal traits, ideological references (Berns, 1990, p. 10).

Analytically, the semi-active processing reflects the L2ers' impoverished internal, i.e. the ideal self-pragmatic homogeneity and external attitudes. The deficient performance of content-based delayed narration causes incoherent goal-oriented communicative process; regular performativity produces textual cohesion and genre coherence (Ryshina-Pankova, 2006, p. 166). The actual L2ers' dilemma results from the inability to employ the procedural knowledge through the Bilingual Interactive Activation Plus
Model/BIA+ model where the ability to recognize the letter-word activation through equivalent-meaning and orthography (Dijkstra, 2009, pp. 371-375). Furthermore, the comprehension of the linguistic unit demands two basic types of knowledge; a) sentence meaning through the literal meaning of each component, i.e., locutionary; b) and the implicit meaning, i.e. illocutionaly approaching the pragmatic competence (Saeed, 2009, p. 18).

Cognitive processing upon the information unit reflects; a) the self-regulatory pattern /-adaptive controlled (Hoyle, 2010, p. 5); and b) the classrooms' activities elaboration of L2 input amount and code level varieties' co-dependencies (Mitchell et al., 2013, p. 127). The ego-control pattern reflects the exercise of impulsivity, desires, and un/wanted responses across the evaluative self- and the ideal-self representation and the channel of communication (Hoyle, 2010, pp. 4-7).

The input proceduralisation generates a significant output that efficiently describes the learning circuit process where the academics are conducting the epistemic knowledge-based processing across; a) represented self-evaluation and monitoring; b) goal setting, i.e., the L2 assumed context; c) self-evaluation implementation and implementation-based effect (Zimmerman et al., 1996, p. 11). Moreover, the cooperative, unlike competitive classrooms develop the learners' ability to depict their daily strategic interaction (Kao & O'Neill, 1998). The cooperative-based activities along with the pre-experienced narratives provide fluent over accurate-based discoursal performance (p. 64). Furthermore, classrooms' learning outcomes may appear in terms of implicit and/or explicit knowledge frames (Ellis, 2009, pp. 3-5).

Findings of the Study

The results of this study can be interpreted in light of the relationship between language learning and teaching; learners are auto-educational performers (Kao & O'Neill, 1998, p. 81). This tendency calls upon language teaching humanity; learners establish language communities where trust and interaction determine the relations between the teachers, learners, and the eco-world where discovery, i.e. suggestopedia becomes more significant than remembering the retained information (p. 82). In this study, an unimpressive L2ers' performance across the declarative knowledge, i.e. language levels' input and the procedural knowledge, i.e. functional strategies, is experienced.

Generally, the apparent L2ers' performance reflects the nature of the constructed input; the enhanced, i.e. directed attention and the enriched input, structured-intake patterns (Reinders & Ellis, 2009, p. 282). The
L2ers employ simplified negotiated meanings that generate a simplified acquisitional skill of the organizational moves; it reflects the simplified teaching process through the writings' genre knowledge-based moves to a given situation-registered meaning (Devitt, 2004, pp. 16-18). The value-based linguistic behaviors display the L2ers' awareness of language and context; the target culture generates an Egyptian sub-culture reflecting the linguistic un/conscious tendencies to keep the L1 features (Mey, 2007, pp. 169-172). Generally speaking, the subjectivity semi-homogeneity across daily scenes' delayed narration goes hand in hand with Vygotsky's notion of self-regulation in cross-/mixed-deliberative interactions of all the discoursal features (Kao & O'Neill, 1998, p. 45). Meta-cognitively, the L2ers have initially integrated the declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge so as to retell a memorized scene (Mitchell et al., 2013, pp. 131-133). The instabilized-based writings show the L2ers' dependence on the declarative knowledge rather than the procedural knowledge.

Furthermore, the L2 reflected self-subjectivity possesses symmetric-contextual references in the L2ers' mentality through; 1) the intermediate space between two worlds through spatio-temporal deictics; 2) the in/formal cognitive force beyond the actual proceduralisation; 3) the proceduralised IL form and content; 4) the gestalt discourse meaningful relations (Dijkstra, 2007, pp. 218-219). Thus, L1/L2-based integrated context affects L2ers' cognition. The propositional content- lexical retrieval and grammatical patterns- represent the nature of the reflexive information intensity. Thus, a symmetric mental-map is constructed across the content-/structure-narrativity, learning processes, and teachers' mentality (Agudo, 2018, p. 22). The IL propositional content reflects the facilitatory or inhibitory cognitive processing upon the stored input (Dijkstra, 2007, p. 221). The apparent change results from the registered pragmatic-appraisal descriptive variations (Tomasello, 1998, p. 101).

Subjectivity performances reflect a developed eco-psychological view of the instructed knowledge (Steffensen & Kramsch, 2017, p. 21). Furthermore, the narrative scene/s' partitioning is construed due to the reflexive pronouns (Talmy, 2000, p. 331). Narrative pronouns, i.e. personal deictis, serve the social roles of the self as the L1-experiencer and the L2 self-agent experiencer. The scene partitioning is cognitively developed; a) given the attitudinal taxonomic image schema across affect/evaluate and/or judge Vgps, and b) the substrate context evoking meta-context (Langacker, 2008, p. 463). The scene partitioning construes a relevant meaning of the self's cognitive-psychological desires across the hypothetical agent world. Moreover, pronouns in the active voice narration create an action-based processing for the scenes' interpretation.
Moreover, the deictic pronouns elaborate the language socialization establishing indexical ties between linguistic structures and socio-cultural practices (Ochs & Schieffeline, 2017, p. 9); they require highly efficient acquisitional skills (Meisel, 2011, p. 3).

Conclusion

This study is limited to declarative and procedural knowledge. The rendered attainability of the delayed-narration reflects the narrative scenes' attitudinal meanings and thematic progression awareness. With that, the pedagogical practices render a commitment sense to reach the textual narrating-genre and the internal lexico-syntactic/-semantic mappings (Knapp & Watkins, 2005, p. 79). Subjectivity reflects: a) the apparent reflexivity of the L2 practitioners; b) L2 stereotypical structure; c) the narrative-based genreic declarative/procedural knowledge awareness; d) the hesitant-tone of the delayed-narration language-competency; e) and the overall L2 product reflects the L2ers' proficient Second Language Socialization/SLS (Steffensen & Kramsch, 2017, p. 17).
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